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Monika Schäfer 

Entschuldigung Mama ich hatte Unrecht was den Holocaust betrifft 

Sorry Mom, I was wrong about the Holocaust 
*https://vimeo.com/231149978 

 
13:50 

The Alfred Schaefer and Monica Schaefer  
Holocaust trial in Munich Hendra Alhendra 

YouTube - Sep 22, 2018 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AY4nmF43HsA  

 
16:26 

The Schäfer Trials |  

14h day & Current Status |AKTIVISMUS 
Der Volkslehrer YouTube - Sep 15, 2018 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rONvbWGgkfg  

 
1:26:05 

Covering the  
Monika and Alfred Schaefer  

Holocaust Trial in Germany ... 
Brian Ruhe YouTube - Jul 5, 2018 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3A2fTm0ojw  

 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlSAm-h0bsc  
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Canadian siblings receive jail terms for 

Holocaust denial in Germany 
Ron Csillag, October 26, 2018 

The trial in Germany of two siblings, both Canadian citizens, for 

denying the Holocaust has ended with jail terms. 

According to Anne Wild, a photojournalist who monitored the 

trial for The CJN, Alfred Schaefer, 63, who lives in Germany, 

received a prison sentence today of three years and two 

months. His sister, Monika Schaefer, 59, who lives in Jasper, 

Alta., received a term of 10 months. 

But since she has been in prison since the charges were laid in 

January, she was set free, with her time already served. 

The siblings were tried together on six counts of “incitement to 

hatred” for producing and posting at least one video in which 

Monika Schaefer denied the Holocaust. 

The trial began in July in Munich. Monika Schaefer was in 

Germany visiting her brother at the time and was 

arrested while attending the trial of another Holocaust 

denier. 

She’s a musician and activist who was born in Canada to 

German parents and was the federal Green party’s candidate in 

the Alberta riding of Yellowhead in 2006, 2008 and 2011. 

Monika Schaefer gained notoriety in July 2016 after appearing in 

a five-minute YouTube video, titled Sorry, Mom, I was wrong 

about the Holocaust, in which she said the Holocaust was the 

“biggest and most pernicious and persistent lie in all of history.” 

In it she claimed that death camps were really work camps 

where prisoners were kept “as healthy and as well-fed as was 

possible.” 

According to Wild, Monika Schaefer told the court, in German, 

that, “I’m convinced that the Holocaust is a great untruth of 

history.” She said she made the video to make peace with her 

mother and that she wrote the script. 

 
Alfred Schaefer, left, and Monika Schaefer. 

 (Anne Wild photo) 
Wild said the trial heard evidence that the video was produced 

by Alfred Schaefer in the town of Tutzing, outside Munich. 

Monika told court that she knew it would be published online. 

Monika Schaefer was ousted from the Green party over the 

YouTube video, which the party condemned “in the strongest 

possible terms.” 

In May, Alfred Schaefer was convicted of incitement to hatred 

for a speech he delivered in the German city of Dresden in 

February 2017. He was fined 5,000 euros ($7,700). 

It was reported that at the start of his trial, Alfred Schaefer 

delivered the Nazi straight-arm salute in the courtroom. 

It was not clear as of Friday whether the verdict or sentences 

will be appealed. 

**Updates to come***  

*http://www.cjnews.com/news/international/canadians
-receive-jail-terms-for-holocaust-denial-in-germany  

 
>>Comments not published<< 

_________________________________________________  

http://www.cjnews.com/news/canada/holocaust-denying-canadians-on-trial-in-munich
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5kf5wo
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Alberta Holocaust denier convicted in Germany for 'incitement to hatred' 

Monika Schaefer released on time served 
Wallis Snowdon · CBC News · Posted: Oct 26, 2018 12:14 PM MT | Last Updated: October 27 

 
Monika Schaefer was arrested in Germany after she 

denied the Holocaust ever happened in an online video. 

(Emilio Avalos/CBC) 

An Alberta woman arrested in Germany on "incitement to 
hatred" charges has been convicted and sentenced to 
time served. 
Monika Schaefer's trial concluded in a Munich courthouse 

on Friday, according to German freelance photojournalist 
Anne Wild. 
Schaefer, who comes from Jasper, Alta., was sentenced 
to 10 months but was later released because she has 
been in prison since charges were laid in January. 
Wild said Schaefer talked for more than three hours in 
the courtroom on Friday.  

"She talked about her youth in Canada and the end of 
her career with the Green Party, and how she came to 
question 9/11. And after that, she started to question 

historical events in general, such as the Holocaust." 
'Full of hatred' 

Wild, who contracts with organizations that monitor far-
right activities, has been covering the trial throughout 
more than 20 days of proceedings. 
"She said that she didn't feel any hatred, and I don't 

think the judge believed her, and he made that clear in 
his verdict," Wild said.   
"He said it right out that what [Schaefer] had done was 
full of hatred." 
Schaefer, 59, and her German-Canadian brother, Alfred 
Schaefer, were tried together for Volksverhetzung, which 

translates in English from the German Criminal Code as 
"incitement to hatred." 
Alfred Schaefer, 63, received a prison sentence of three 

years and two months. 
Holocaust denial is a criminal offence in Germany. The 
sentence for the crime ranges from fines to up to five 
years in prison. 

The Schaefer trial began in early July, and final 
arguments were heard this week. 
Monika Schaefer gained notoriety in July 2016 after 
appearing in a YouTube video in which she described the 
Holocaust as the "biggest and most pernicious and 
persistent lie in all of history." 
In the video, titled Sorry mom, I was wrong about the 

Holocaust, she expressed her view that six million Jewish 
people did not die at the hands of Nazi Germany, and 
referred to the Holocaust as "the six-million lie."    
At least one hate speech complaint was filed against her 

with the Alberta and Canadian human rights 
commissions.  

She was arrested in Munich in January while attending 
the trial of Sylvia Stolz, who was later convicted as a 
Holocaust denier. Schaefer was charged with six counts 
of "incitement." 
Born in Canada of German heritage, Monika Schaefer 

described herself on her Facebook page as a self-
employed violin instructor. She ran for the federal Green 
Party in Alberta's Yellowhead riding in 2006, 2008 and 
2011. She was ousted from the party after the 
controversial video surfaced online. 
B'nai Brith Canada, a human rights organization involved 

with combating racism and anti-Semitism, welcomed 
news of the convictions.  
"We are very pleased to see Alfred and Monika Schaefer 
facing legal consequences for incitement to hatred under 

German law," Ran Ukashi, national director of the League 
for Human Rights of B'nai Brith Canada, said Friday in an 
emailed statement.  

"B'nai Brith Canada alerted German authorities to a 
despicable 2016 Holocaust denial video produced in 
Germany by the Schaefers, which is illegal in the 
country. 
"We have been following their activities for years and 
regularly documented their disgusting and vicious 
promotion of not only Holocaust denial but other anti-

Semitic tropes, and could not be more satisfied to see 
anti-Semitism being met with consequences." 

About the Author 

Wallis Snowdon, Journalist 

Wallis Snowdon is a digital journalist with CBC Edmonton. 
She has nearly a decade of experience reporting behind 
her. Originally from New Brunswick, her journalism 
career has taken her from Nova Scotia to Fort McMurray. 
Share your stories with Wallis at wallis.snowdon@cbc.ca 

Report Typo or Error| 

Jail term for Holocaust denial? What fraudulent headline - 
but typical of those who are perpetrating this hoax. The 
term "Holocaust denial" is not legally defined, and in 
Germany under s130 of the Criminal Code the matter is 

dealt with thus: "defaming the memory of the dead". Of 
course this applies only to the Jewish dead and not to the 
millions of German dead. The conceptual perversion 
cannot last too long, or will it last as long as the 
fraudulent "Donation of Constantine" lasted? 
Fredrick Töben, Adelaide, Australia - 27 Octo ber 2018 

-----------------------  

*Canadian Holocaust denier on trial in Germany for 
'incitement to hatred' 
 
*Hate speech complaint filed against Jasper woman for 
Holocaust denial video 
 
*https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/monika-

schaefer-holocaust-denial-alberta-germany-1.4880175  

_____________________________________________________  

javascript:location.href=%22//www.cbc.ca/news2/feedback/index_typo.html?Alberta%20Holocaust%20denier%20convicted%20in%20Germany%20for%20'incitement%20to%20hatred'%20%22%20+%20new%20Date().toString();
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/holocaust-denier-monika-schaefer-trial-jasper-alberta-germany-1.4735103
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/holocaust-denier-monika-schaefer-trial-jasper-alberta-germany-1.4735103
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/monika-schaefer-holocaust-denial-alberta-germany-1.4880175
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/monika-schaefer-holocaust-denial-alberta-germany-1.4880175
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OK, I’m a Nationalist –  

National, use that word, use that word! 

******** 

Donald Trump at Houston, Texas -22 October 2018 

 
… corrupt power-hungry globalists…a globalist is a person that wants the globe to do well, frankly not caring about 

our country so much, and you know what, we can’t have that. You know, they have a word, it sort of became old 

fashioned, it’s called a Nationalist, and I say, really, we’re not supposed to use that word. You know what I am? I’m A 

Nationalist, OK, I’m a Nationalist – National, use that word, use that word! 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RF43VEZvFNQ  

Sarah Silverman:  

Donald Trump Has Gone ‘Full Hitler’ 
And here we have it all in a nutshell, folks. President Donald 

Trump used the offensive "n-word" publicly and that has 

triggered all the Jews--especially one of the most visible among 

them, Sarah Silverman. That n-word being "Nationalist. I have 

said it hundreds of times before, Organized Jewish Interests, 

whether "Left" or "Right," are always internationalists because 

to them, in their twisted minds, they will eventually rule the 

world from Jerusalem and they can't have little things like 

national borders standing in their way and they also make a 

great deal of money being intermediaries of trade between 

countries so they need "global trade"--internationalism--as part 

of their spiritual expression to ensure their actual survival. Any 

world leader like a "Hitler" or a Trump who asserts the 

sovereignty of his country as against others or some fictitious 

world government envisioned by OJI is anathema to their 

historical payback scheme against all Gentiles. That's why she, 

and all the Jews, are going apesh** crazy right now because 

Trump, SUCCESSFULLY, used the n-word in public and the 

people are welcoming it! They like it! Thus, Trump, is winning 

the national narrative war in America. To the Jews, the issue is, 

who creates and controls the national narrative; it is the most 

important thing to them. 

Now that Silverman, and other Jews, has used the "H" bomb, 

the Jews are slowing beginning to be exposed for their 

treachery. I hope Trump's leadership on this will continue and 

get stronger. Sadly, here in Texas, we have waaay to many so-

called "Christians" who just luuuuuv the flippin' Jews, have 

bought into a bastardized version of "Christianity" that glorifies 

the Jews and who go to church every Sunday and pray for Israel 

and the Jewish people. They don't pray for the "conversion of 

the Jews" as, my understanding anyway, the old time Catholics 

back in the fifties used to do but which later was supposedly 

changed because it was antisemetic or something. No, these 

Christians actually pray for the Jews and their agenda in 

Palestine all the while either not realizing, or becoming willfully 

ignorant of the fact that it is Organized Jewish Interests that 

are, and have, heaped upon America all that they claim to be 

against, the homosexual marriage and the homo-trans-pedo-

agenda overall, the abortion on demand issue, porn, drugs, 

open borders, violence/sex in movies and entertainment etc etc 

etc. All the things they [rightly] rally against are brought to their 

lives and families by the same people they go to church every 

week and pray for.  F*****g idiots!!!! I'd like to call them moral 

cowards  but that would imply that they know but support the 

Jews anyway but my personal experience is that they are just 

this flippin' stupid. But maybe I am wrong and they live a self-

contradictory life. Either way, the result is the same--chaos in 

America.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RF43VEZvFNQ
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There is so much I could comment on but just haven't had the 

time; but a few quickies. As the world knows, there is this 

orchestrated caravan of migrants from South America headed 

for the American border--right before the elections to make 

Trump look bad. But, as usual, he used political Aikido in his 

speeches to turn this issue into a winning issue of his own! He 

has the military standing by to be deployed on the border and, 

BTW, that is one of the Primary responsibilities in the 

Constitution for the President to do--Protect the border! And he 

will and he will Win because of it. The dems just handed that 

one to him. LOL. So, they had to get the narrative back and try 

to make it all about them and low and behold there started 

being all these mail bombs showing up at prominent democrats 

offices--people who have been critical of Trump and who, in 

turn, Trump made fun of. People like former presidents Obama 

and Clinton, former VP Biden, Former CIA Director Brennan, 

James Clapper, network CNN, actor Robert--F**K You Trump--

Deniro, former attorney general Eric Holder, etc etc etc,  and 

the sender, it turns out to be, is some guy named Cesar Sayoc, 

that the JMSM is trying to portray as a "White Nationalist"--

there's that word again--but last night Breitbart had him  

described as a 56 YO "Native American" who used to be a male 

stripper and later a road manager with a traveling Burlesque 

show and who has a criminal record including threatening to 

blow up a power company. His attorney's name is Ronald Lowy--

not an Irishman. I noticed in the JMSM, the stories of this event 

are disappearing extremely fast also as Trump has been able to 

use it to his advantage once again in demonstrating how fast 

they found this guy. His attorney is describing him as “a 

confused man who had trouble controlling his emotions”  which 

is usually an indication that the fix is in for him. But I could be 

wrong. He might be in prison for a while--who knows? 

Throughout this whole ordeal is silence on the fact that 

previously, members of the Trump family had a white powder 

mailed to them and had to evacuate their apartments--but no 

sympathy in the JMSM for them.  

Back to Sarah Silverman and the Jews's fixation on all things 

Hitler, yes dear readers, they are this crazed. It's a mental 

illness epi-genetically and inter-generationally informed by the 

Jews' playbook, the old testament or "torah." The early 

Christians compounded the problem or shall we say, "screwed 

the pooch" by making it a part of "the Bible" back around 323 

AD and hence we all are suffering from this unjustified 

legitimacy of this so-called "faith." 

26 Oct 2018 

On the October 25 episode of Sarah Silverman’s Hulu 

series, I Love You, America, Silverman once again 

attacked President Donald Trump, this time saying he has 

gone “full Hitler.” 

Like many liberals, Sarah Silverman mischaracterized what 

“nationalist” means after the president said at a campaign rally 

that he considers himself to be one. 

After showing the clip of the president calling himself a 

nationalist, Silverman scoffed that she heard Trump use the “n-

word,” and by that, she meant “nationalist.” She went on to say 

that he went “full Hitler” and insisted “his bigotry is no longer 

masked by his rhetoric.” 

Sarah Silverman:  

Donald Trump Has Gone ‘Full Hitler’ 

 
David Livingston/Getty Images 

Naturally, she then prosaically linked Trump’s rally speech to the 

recent bomb scare, saying, “We cannot be surprised to wake up 

to bombs at the doors of his favorite targets.” 

Silverman went on the attack against Christians, calling their 

religion a “shroud” to cover “hang-ups” and adding that the 

administration’s recent moves to protect religious freedom were 

only meant to hurt gay people and women. But, since she calls 

herself a “godless person,” perhaps her opinion of religion might 

not make her a trusted source? 

Her Hulu series has been one long, extended, attack on Trump, 

Christians, Republicans, and conservatives. 

Silverman, who claims to be a rabid feminist, recently got 

herself in trouble — even with her left-wing fans — when she 

admitted that she gave disgraced comedian Louis C.K. 

“permission” to masturbate in front of her. The one-time stand-

up powerhouse lost his status as America’s top comic after it 

was revealed that he had harassed a number of female 

comedians over the years and had an admitted history of lewd 

behavior in front of women. 

*https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2018/10/2

6/sarah-silverman-president-trump-full-hitler/ 

_____________________________________________   
After a week on the road they are clean and their hair and clothes are well kept? 

THE CARAVAN OF CRAP 
The Hondurans in the caravan, the 7,000 people walking 
north to America, where do they go to the bathroom? 

And eat and sleep and store their clothes? 
And how is it that after a week on the road they are 
clean and their hair and clothes are well kept? 
How is any of this possible? 
And why do these people, supposedly fleeing intolerable 
conditions in their homeland, carry little flags from their 
homeland and break into its national anthem when the 

TV cameras show up? 
And speaking of which, for oppressed people, they all 
seem to be pretty well fed, well groomed and well 
dressed. Their hair is neat and newly cut, their clothes 

are clean and in good repair, and they are built like 
people who have had ample nutrition all their lives, being 

well developed and, many of them, overweight. 
And none of them look dirty or unkempt, like they had 
been sleeping on the ground for the last week. 
There’s just nothing in any of this that makes sense. 
Supposedly, these several thousand people 
spontaneously decided to leave Honduras, walking north 
in a group, hoping to trek the length of gang-plagued 

Mexico and present themselves as refugees and 
prospective Democrats at the American border. 
Which, again, makes no sense whatsoever. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aikido
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/10/26/reports-florida-police-detain-man-for-questioning-on-mail-bomb-campaign/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/10/26/reports-florida-police-detain-man-for-questioning-on-mail-bomb-campaign/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/10/26/vanessa-trump-describes-white-powder-experience-this-is-personal-for-me/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/10/26/vanessa-trump-describes-white-powder-experience-this-is-personal-for-me/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSrhJGGDqx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFgbpkhP-js
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFgbpkhP-js
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=screw%20the%20pooch
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=screw%20the%20pooch
https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/culture/lindsay-kornick/2018/10/25/sarah-silverman-trump-full-hitler-cory-booker-hulu
https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2018/10/24/louis-c-k-accuser-slams-sarah-silverman-for-defending-a-predator/
https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2018/10/26/sarah-silverman-president-trump-full-hitler/
https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2018/10/26/sarah-silverman-president-trump-full-hitler/
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And leaves a lot of big questions unanswered, and 
ignored by the press. Such as, who organized this? Who 

is paying for it? How have they covered 500 miles in a 
week? 

Seriously. Any number of American “reporters” have 
walked beside a sympathetic walker and talked about 
how this particular woman and her children had trekked 
half a thousand miles over the last week or so. 
That’s 71 miles a day. 

The best soldiers through history have been able to 
march 25 miles a day. 
How have 7,000 people been fed and watered? And how 
have they gone to the bathroom? If the average person 
across the world produces about a pound of solid waste a 
day, that means that these folks are somehow disposing 
of more than three tons of feces each day. 

That’s a heck of a lot of crap, even for a Central 
American roadway. 
Provisioning such an army of people – the equivalent of 

10 combat battalions in most of the world’s militaries – is 
a large task. Transporting and distributing the food and 
water necessary to keep those people moving is a 

massive chore which the press says nothing about. 
The entire enterprise, as a spontaneous ad hoc event, is 
implausible. 
As an orchestrated international attempt to influence an 
American election, it starts to make sense. 
And ought to alarm us. 
Unless it’s only Russians we don’t want screwing with our 

democracy. 
Unfortunately, none of this has made the evening news. 
It’s almost as if the press, in whatever scheme is afoot, 
gladly accepts its role as propagandists to the American 
people. 

Every story is sympathetic, as if an attempt to enlist 
viewers and readers in this caravan and the politics it 

symbolizes. 
And so the story is not about an orchestrated attempt to 
manipulate electoral opinion and violate the borders and 
laws of the United States, it is about compassion and 
Trump and xenophobia and racism. It is the October 
surprise, it is the Blue Wave. 

And it is all nonsense. 
Because all of these people, if legitimate, have the ability 
to apply for American asylum in their own country – as 
do the residents of most nations of the world. We have 
consulates and embassies for a reason, and this is one of 
those reasons. 

We also have laws and an oath of office for a reason. 
Laws, so that “we the people” through our elected 

representatives clearly and systematically govern our 
society. Law is the means by which the people express 

and exercise their sovereignty. Disobedience to law is 
disobedience to the will of the people, it is the subverting 
of their sovereignty and franchise. 
Breaking the law is denying you the vote. Your vote 
elects representatives – lets you pick the country’s 

direction – and the representatives write the law. If that 
law is ignored, your representation becomes 
meaningless. 
You get screwed. 
And the oath of office? 
Members of Congress – even Democrats – swear an oath 
to “bear true faith and allegiance” to the Constitution, 

which establishes our system of laws and specifically 
charges the Congress with making the rules of 
naturalization and immigration. 

Who comes across the border and under what conditions 
they can stay is a constitutional responsibility of the 
Congress. That is to be determined by a congressional 

vote, not by a Honduran mob. 
Failure to insist on that – even for Democrats – is a 
violation of your congressman’s oath of office. 
So there is not a Democrat or Republican response to 
this traveling army of invaders – there is only an 
American response. 
And that is: Turn around and go home. 

Because the law of the United States does not allow a 
mass entry like this. The law does not declare the 
borders open. 
If Democrats and progressives don’t like that, they can 
try to change the law. If America’s progressives want 

open borders and believe all the world’s people have a 
right to live in the United States – as they say they do – 

then they should adjust immigration law accordingly. 
But until then, if they are to keep their oaths of office, 
they must stand for the law and the border. 
And they must tell their surrogates to turn around and go 
home. 
Because this caravan is nothing more than a bunch of 

political s**t. 
From: Stan Hess [mailto:eamerica123@roadrunner.com]   
Sent: Sunday, 28 October 2018 10:59 AM 
To: Stan Hess 
Subject: THE CARAVAN OF CRAP  
eamerica123@roadrunner.com  

____________________________________________________ 

The International Financing of Engineered Migration 

 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2_-21bdGe4 

mailto:eamerica123@roadrunner.com
mailto:eamerica123@roadrunner.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2_-21bdGe4
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VertigoPolitix  Published on Oct 25, 2018 

NGOs, Think Tanks, Globalist Billionaires, and Multilateral 

Organizations all conspire to engineer the movement of 

non-European peoples into the West. Their goal: the 

replacement of Europeans and their cultures. The major 

financiers of this agenda are discussed here... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP-rwC3mqNH1cVYYVZHziKw
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…and have a view of this information link: 

http://www.mileswmathis.com/  

___________________________________________________ 

WHO ARE THE HATERS? 

RITUAL DEFAMATION SANCTIONED AGAINST PROF ARTHUR BUTZ 
Remember this from April 2017? 

A disgusting man with a German-sounding name – Trachtenberg – incites hatred against 84-year-old 

Arthur Butz who still teaches his engineering subject at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, USA 

http://www.mileswmathis.com/
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Trachtenberg: 
As Jewish community faces challenges, 

Holocaust-denying professor has no place 

at NU 
Ben Trachtenberg, Op-Ed Contributor 

April 28, 2017 

Monday marked an occasion called Yom HaShoah, 

a Holocaust Remembrance Day for communities 

throughout the world to honor the 11 million 

innocent Jews, Roma, Poles, mentally disabled and 

LGBTQ people — among others — who died at the 

hands of the Nazis. Here on Northwestern’s 

campus, however, student tuition contributes 

toward the salary of a professor who would rather 

we forget. 

 
Arthur Butz 

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science 

*https://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/research-
faculty/directory/profiles/butz-arthur.html  

Arthur Butz, a professor of electrical engineering at 

the McCormick School of Engineering, is a 

Holocaust denier. He’s not just a skeptic or 

someone who made an insensitive Holocaust joke. 

He is a consistent denier of one of the most 

destructive, well-documented events of the 20th 

century. [Trachtenberg cannot prove this sweeping 

generalisation and so he can only bluster and insult those who 
disagree with his perverse assertion. – FT] 
In 1976, two years after receiving a tenured 

professorship at Northwestern, and 10 years after 

joining the University’s faculty, Butz published a 

book called The Hoax of the Twentieth Century: 

The Case Against the Presumed Extermination of 

European Jewry. In over 500 pages, Butz attempts 

to disprove the commonly-accepted knowledge that 

the Holocaust was meant to exterminate Jews, that 

Nazi camps were responsible for the deaths of six 

million Jews and that the gas chambers and 

crematoria even existed. [Butz also likened the Holocaust 

hoax to that of The Donation of Constantine, which was a 
written document, claimed to have been written in the 4th 
century, but written in the 9th century, then exposed as a fraud 
in the 15th century – that allegedly had Emperor Constantine 
grant his Roman Empire to Christendom. Only when various 

disciplines came together to test the veracity of the document 
was it found to be a forgery. Likewise with the Holocaust where 
the homicidal gassing allegations have to date not been proven, 
much less the six million dead, et al. Currently the topic is 
legally protected from scientific-forensic scrutiny. Why? Ask the 
question: Cui Bono – in whose interest? – FT] 
In response to this, University administration did 

nothing at the time. It’s hard to blame them; in 

1976, memories of World War II were not so 

distant and the concept of Holocaust denial — now 

burgeoning across the internet — was new, often 

prompting bemusement rather than revulsion as a 

result. In 1977, then-University Provost Raymond 

Mack said Butz had “the same right as any person 

to get published,” lauding the administration as 

“great First Amendment people.” 

Butz’s book was one of the first U.S. works of 

Holocaust denial and has served as a basis for 

much of the writing that has followed in that 

supposed field of study. The administration’s initial 

response can be excused, but its further inaction is 

unacceptable. 

Butz’s actions have dragged NU’s name through the 

mud along with his own, as he slings the so-called 

“Holocaust revisionism.” Until 2006, Butz promoted 

“The Hoax of the Twentieth Century” on his 

Northwestern Pubweb page and even congratulated 

former Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on 

his bravery for calling the Holocaust a “myth.” The 

extent of Northwestern’s major sanctions against 

Butz have been to offer duplicates of his electrical 

engineering classes, so students who disagree with 

Butz’s ideas can avoid his classroom. 

That is not enough. In a day and age when White 

House press secretary Sean Spicer appeared to use 

the term “holocaust center” to refer to 

concentration camps and claimed Adolf Hitler didn’t 

use chemical weapons, hiding behind defenses of 

tenure and free speech is unacceptable. It’s not 

sufficient when a leading French presidential 

candidate has claimed France has no culpability in 

the mass roundup of Jews during World War II. 

As far as tenure goes, there are restrictions to what 

professors may do before they are fired. Butz’s 

actions have gone far above and beyond these 

limitations; his continued presence on this campus 

is embarrassing. [For foolish men such as Trachtenberg, 

perhaps! – FT] 
The American Association of University Professors 

identifies moral turpitude, “behavior that would 

evoke condemnation by the academic community 

generally,” as grounds for denying professors their 

pay. AAUP’s Statement on Professional Ethics also 

establishes ethical misconduct and the 

“exploitation, harassment or discriminatory 

treatment of students” as potential grounds for 

https://dailynorthwestern.com/staff/?writer=Ben%20Trachtenberg
https://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/research-faculty/directory/profiles/butz-arthur.html
https://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/research-faculty/directory/profiles/butz-arthur.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/04/11/press-briefing-press-secretary-sean-spicer-4112017-36
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dismissal. Butz’s book is blatantly false and has 

done so much harm as a leading source of 

Holocaust denial that his continued status as an NU 

professor is therefore a form of passive harassment 

that uses tenure as a front for academically 

dishonest work. [Why does Trachtenberg not write a book 

and refute Butz’s thesis? – FT] 
Butz’s work has played a role in the growth of 

Holocaust denial, a field rife with fabrication and 

falsification. Some may say Butz will soon likely 

retire on his own due to age. That may be true, but 

allowing a professor who has done such damage to 

academic integrity, offended so many people and 

hurt the reputation of NU to leave on his own terms 

would be a huge embarrassment to this university. 

These are exceptional times. Members of the 

worldwide Jewish community are scared about their 

future and the future of their allies. In the first 

three months of 2017, anti-Semitic incidents in the 

U.S. increased by 86 percent compared to the 

same period last year. NU must show its 

commitment to Jewish students and faculty, as well 

as to those who value academic integrity, and 

initiate review and dismissal proceedings against 

Butz. 
*https://dailynorthwestern.com/2017/04/28/opinion/tr
achtenberg-as-jewish-community-faces-challenges-
holocaust-denying-professor-has-no-place-at-nu/  

Comments 

Samuel Webber 

Well argued 

Carolyn Kahant 

Ben Tractenberg does NOT know that Yom HaShoah is the 
commemoration week Israel created for itself alone - not for 
'communities around the world' - nor for 'the 11 million' but only 
for the '6 million' Jews (which is a fantasy number).. By 
'communities around the world' he means 'Jewish 
communities',.as he said: "Members of the worldwide Jewish 
community are scared about their future.' Ha, I'll bet Ben has 
never been scared a day in his life about being Jewish. Jews are 
privileged.. He is very clear that he thinks its fine for a twerp 
like him to prevent his elders from speaking their well-
researched beliefs and to take away their livlihood if they don't 
toe the Jewish line. 

Janet Neiman Reed 

How does one get to be as ignorant as you? 

 
Fredrick Toben 
Janet Neiman Reed - your emotional response in both instances 
is just that, and if you wish to contribute to clarifying the issue 
that Mr Trachtenberg raises, you should do some extra work.  
For example, he mentions "moral turpitude", which is a concept 
that guarantees your wonderful free expression-First 
Amendment. You can say anything you like so long as what you 
say does not physically harm person or property. Damage 
incurred by words is covered by defamation law. 
The broadened definition of this concept as proposed by the The 
American Association of University Professors aims to bring in 
so-called psychological damage suffered by those who find the 

robust exchange in the market-place of ideas as too 
threatening. 
It appears this move follows Alan Dershowitz and his love of 
splitting free expression into free speech and hate speech, the 
latter then falling into the legal category of a watered-down 
defamation action where truth is no defence. 
And then we end up with a new dogma being legally protected, 
namely the Holocaust dogma, which immediately raises the 
timeless question: Cui Bono - in whose interest is it to have one 
orthodox version of an historical event? 
Arthur Butz rightly likened the Holocaust to the Donation of 
Constantine, the forged document that bequeathed the Roman 

Empire to Christendom - until scholars of the 15th century 
forensically investigated the document and found it to be a 
fabrication.  
To date the open and free study of the Holocaust-Shoah 
narrative is not possible because of social and legal constraints - 
from outright cowardly defamation actions as in Mr 
Trachtenberg's article to fines and imprisonment. 
The recent "Denial" film is another example how the truth 
concept is perverted. David Irving offered Deborah Lipstadt a 
thousand dollars if she could show/prove to him the homicidal 
gas chamber at Auschwitz existed. In the film it is perverted into 
Irving offering Lipstadt money to "prove that the Holocaust 
happened".  
Then, Lipstadt and witnesses did not give evidence at the 2000 
London Irving trial because, as she stated, this would be too 
confrontational for all concerned. We should now have to focus 
on Talmud-Jewish legal precedent where it is a fact that Jewish 
orthodox women, as second class citizens, are not permitted to 
give evidence in a court of law. 

Joseph Lamps 

Problem is, you can never trust a censor. Censors are 
notoriously bad at telling the difference between true bigotry 
and and opinions they dislike. Given the choice between having 
a professor with abhorrent views and having censors on top 
deciding which ideas are OK to express, I prefer the former. It's 
good if tenured professors cannot be fired for bad unpopular 
ideas because that means they can also express good unpopular 
ideas. Free speech protections need to be strongest for those 
expressing unpopular ideas. 

Juan Jose 
Unpopular ideas? Holocaust denial is a defense of Nazism as well 
as a bold faced lie. If your political position defends genocide 
then you do not deserve a platform at any respectable 
institution, certainly not at Northwestern. That is not censorship, 
it is basic human decency and academic integrity. 

Michael Mazur 

Anti Semitic incidents increased 86% over the previous year, 
you say, Mr Trachtenburg ? Might they have had something to 
do with that 19yo kid in Israel who was arrested by the FBI 
team that arrived unannounced about a month ago, which had 
tracked down the origin of the hundreds of threatening hoax 
calls to Jewish community centres ? Two days ago the news was 
that the FBI's effort at extradition failed. Would I be anti Semitic 
in expressing the view that were the trial to have been held in 
the US, it would have come out under cross examination by the 
prosecution that the State of Israel itself was doing these 
threatening hoax calls, but using that teenager as patsy in the 
event of exposure? 

Trudy Isbitz Brodsky 

Nice science fiction! Israel making the calls? How can you even 
begin the jump to that conclusion! 

https://dailynorthwestern.com/2017/04/28/opinion/trachtenberg-as-jewish-community-faces-challenges-holocaust-denying-professor-has-no-place-at-nu/
https://dailynorthwestern.com/2017/04/28/opinion/trachtenberg-as-jewish-community-faces-challenges-holocaust-denying-professor-has-no-place-at-nu/
https://dailynorthwestern.com/2017/04/28/opinion/trachtenberg-as-jewish-community-faces-challenges-holocaust-denying-professor-has-no-place-at-nu/
https://www.facebook.com/samuel.webber.581
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010776368642
https://www.facebook.com/janet.reed.9
https://www.facebook.com/fredrick.toben.3
https://www.facebook.com/joseph.lamps
https://www.facebook.com/johnny.galanek
https://www.facebook.com/michael.mazur.988
https://www.facebook.com/trudy.brodsky
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Michael Mazur 
Trudy Isbitz Brodsky, his mum claims that he has a brain 
tumour and autism. So you'd be saying he had much residual 
focussed energy left to be putting out thousands of hoax calls to 
hundreds of JCCs, as well as to schools, malls, hospitals, and 
police stations? 

 
Fredrick Toben 
I received the following comment from Gerard Menuhin, which 
will certainly be of interest to your readers because it so clearly 
illustrates the complexity of the issue raised by Mr 
Trachtenberg's opinion piece: 
*** 

Just as the appellation ‘Holocaust’ coincided with the movies 
about the same alleged event in the Seventies -- previous to 
which the word had retained its normal meaning – now, 40 
years after its publication, Professor Butz’s excellent work is 
defamed in a literally sophomoric manner, by a Jew in his 
second college year, in coincidence with new legislation intended 
to suppress ‘anti-Semitism’. This nobody has found it an 
opportune moment to attach his two cents worth of no-
knowledge to his gang’s cause. 
Certainly, the so-called ’Holocaust’ is ‘commonly-accepted’, but 
it is not and has never been ‘knowledge’, in the true meaning of 
the word. It is only commonly-accepted because the 
mainstream media, all in the hands of the same gang, 
incessantly promote it . It is only ‘well-documented’ in the sense 
that millions of words have been expended about it. It is absurd 
to honour as documentation the crude, child-like drawings, or 
the eyewitness accounts, or recollections in novels or 
autobiographies, or the photographs – all invariably proved to 
be fake-- that have served as ‘evidence’ to support this ‘most 
destructive event’. 
As any even comparatively intelligent and interested person can 
ascertain, the only scientific investigations and research into this 
‘most destructive event’ that have taken place have proved its 
non-occurrence – in fact, its impossibility. It has never been 
officially investigated by any neutral authority. This in itself 
should raise questions, given that every known murder is 
investigated in order to bring the perpetrator to justice. This 
alleged crime continues to produce not only huge amounts of 
reparations for the alleged victims, but also endless guilt in 
generations which cannot possibly be held responsible for a non-
event that occurred 70 years before they were born. That is why 
it is constantly publicized. 
The main problem is the lack of just such interest, and the 
passivity and apathy that are responsible, on the one hand, for 
the acceptance of this interminable and interminably boring 
promotion, and on the other, the complete disregard of a world 
going to hell, precisely on account of this indifference. 
It is not ‘Butz’s presence…’ which is ‘embarrassing’, but the 
ignorance of his accusers, in particular of non-gang members 
and other lackeys, who are so dumbed down that they believe 
without question everything they are told. 
These are indeed ‘exceptional times’ and not only for an 
ignorant sophomore, intent on making his name known. They 
are exceptional because they represent the last opportunity to 
save humanity from a fate worse than death: eternal slavery in 

the fiefdom of a gang of quasi-humans intent on subjugating the 
entire planet, even if they destroy it and themselves in the 
process. 
*** 

Alex Muller 
Why does such an esteemed author like Lyin' Fred have so much 
time to post on the comment section of a college newspaper? 
Sad! 

Alex Muller 

Little Fred has been arrested three times. I like holocaust 
deniers that weren't captured. #feminism 

Alex Muller 

Just tried reading Low energy Fred's comments - unreadable! 
Sounds like FAKE NEWS. 

Vicki Cobb 

Dr. Butz should go see the film Denial, which proves the 
existence of the gas chambers and their purpose forensically 
without any testimony from survivors. As a scientist he might 
just cotton to this kind of evidence. 

Fredrick Toben 

Oh, oh, Vicki Cobb, please read Germar Rudolf's  
FAIL: "Denying the Holocaust" 

-http://germarrudolf.com/.../introduction-to-
faildenying.../  

The opening scene of the film begins with a lie. David Irving 
offered Deborah Lipstadt a thousand dollars if she could show 
him the homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, and not as the 
film states: "...to prove the Holocaust happened". 
A film does not prove anything factual, nor does our verbal 
exchange here - but a physical, forensic investigation does - and 
that has been done, and gas chambers existed, yes, but they 
were delousing chambers, which is a factual truth. 
The allegation that homicidal gas chambers existed remains a 
legally protected statement without any forensic proof 
whatsoever. That is why some individuals, as Mr Muller above, 
become infantile in their commentary because they hate the fact 
that they still believe in the propaganda that they grew up with 
in school and university.  
Having to revise their firmly held beliefs is often a painful 
experience - but that's what thinking and revising one's beliefs 
is all about. This is how our knowledge forever grows - but when 
legal and social constrainst are imposed designed to stifle our 

creative impulses, then our scientific research is stifled and it 
degenerates into a dogma that then becomes an article of faith. 
As in times past, and still current today in the world of Islam, 
then blasphemy laws protect this dogma. Proposed "hate" 
legislation is designed to achieve this by by-passing the First 
Amendment. Bishop Williamson clearly explains how the 
Holocaust-Shoah is developing into a legally 
protected/sanctioned religious dogma – 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cllmZQ_Z0A 
Further, it is common knowledge that orthodox Jewish women, 
like their Muslim sisters, besides not being permitted to shake 
the hands of men, are not permitted to give evidence in a court 
of law. 

Alfred Schaefer 
The lies of the Jewish Holohoax are over, and the hysteria 
we see is the last flailing of the beast before it implodes 
in on itself. World wide, people are waking up, with a few 
remnants of white people still too gullable to understand 
how they have been duped. But even these last remnants 
of white people who fell for it will understand, and may 
ask for their shekels back. If I were a Jew, I would waste 
no time and I would come out ahead, by appologizing, 
because if you wait any longer, the mob may ask you why 
you waited so long. Then you can explain it to them, if 
they don't lynch you first. 

_________________________________________________  

https://www.facebook.com/michael.mazur.988
https://www.facebook.com/fredrick.toben.3
https://www.facebook.com/alexmuller123
https://www.facebook.com/alexmuller123
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/feminism
https://www.facebook.com/alexmuller123
https://www.facebook.com/authorvickicobb
https://www.facebook.com/fredrick.toben.3
http://germarrudolf.com/.../introduction-to-faildenying.../
http://germarrudolf.com/.../introduction-to-faildenying.../
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D_cllmZQ_Z0A%26fbclid%3DIwAR0r1jJlU_1HPXkjqDQpMhw99DIoryvAiYeQDRxdRmFnvQMifSHnJC8UMtw&h=AT1lzeqtcw3WevQVwI53AJa-SB6Auv2kw8unHbDtKafCJ42ou91CLux4vLmYHK0OiQz-M6NwfHkVTIavwR2pXEXk6bIH6Xj0_XrGMrt2uS6PxODqlXoQ_y3a_eI-FaxXL3qBHj8OHk4eMTJePkIp
https://www.facebook.com/alfred.schaefer1
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Professor Says White People Need to Accept That They’re Being 

Replaced in America and Europe 
By Vincent James, October 26, 2018 

 
Professor Says that the Rise in Populism is Attributed to Whites Being Replaced in 

Europe and America. He Argues that We Need to Break Down White Identity so that 

Whites Accept this Change Willingly 

 
Professor Eric Kaufmann of Birkbeck University in 

London has a new book out called ‘White Shift: 

Populism, Immigration, and the Future of White 

Majorities.”  In his book he argues that white 

majority countries will soon be minority majority, 

but that we need to essentially break down white 

identity itself so that white people accept this fact 

willingly.   

Kaufmann, who is the Professor of Politics at 

Birkbeck attributes the recent worldwide rise in 

populism to this massive change, and says that the 

polarization of the current political climate could be 

a result of white people fighting for the 

maintenance of their majority in America and 

Europe.  Kaufmann states that this will only be a 

‘temporary’ pushback to the inevitable future of 

Europe and America. 

Kaufmann also surprisingly argues that……….   

WATCH THE REST OF THIS REPORT IN THE 

VIDEO BELOW 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xP4pGkHd

WM 
White Shift | Ending the White Majority | Eric 

Kaufmann 

*http://theredelephants.com/professor-argues-need-

hide-fact-white-people-becoming-extinct-americaeurope/ 

__________________________________________________  

http://theredelephants.com/author/vincenttheredelephants-com/
https://www.amazon.com/Whiteshift-Populism-Immigration-Future-Majorities/dp/1468316974
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xP4pGkHdWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xP4pGkHdWM
http://theredelephants.com/professor-argues-need-hide-fact-white-people-becoming-extinct-americaeurope/
http://theredelephants.com/professor-argues-need-hide-fact-white-people-becoming-extinct-americaeurope/

